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ABSTRAcr.--In1990and 1991,we determinedthe proportionof Ovenbird(Seiurus
aurocapillus) territorial males that were paired in a 25-ha plot in an extensiveforest (>350 km2) in

Qu6bec,andcomparedit to pairingsuccess
in populations
breedingin nearbyforestfragments
(4.5-53.0ha) in Qu6becand Ontario.We testedthe hypotheses
that pairingsuccess
would
increasewith population density, and decreasewith the degree of fragmentationof the
habitat.Pairing success
was higher in the extensiveforestin both years,although the differencewasonly marginallysignificant(P < 0.10)in 1990(82.4vs.58.6%),and not significant
(P > 0.25) in 1991(76.5 vs. 58.3%).The densityof territorial maleswas twice as high in the
extensiveforestas in the forestfragments.When including data from similar studiesconductedin New Jerseyand Missouri,we found that pairingsuccess
increasedand gradually
levelled off with the densityof territorial males.Although we lackeda commonparameter
for measuringhabitat fragmentationacrossall three studies,pairing successappearedto
decrease
with the isolationof forestfragmentsfrom surroundingwoodland,while it remained
stablearound80%in extensiveforestsof all three studies.The effectof habitatfragmentation
on pairing successwas particularly severe in the Missouri study area, at the periphery of
Ovenbird's breeding range. A general linear model showedthat woodland configuration-the location of a study site in an extensiveor fragmentedforest--was the best predictor of
pairing success,
and that geographicallocationalsohad a significanteffect.We concludethat
habitat fragmentationreducespairing success
by altering dispersaldynamicsor habitat selection by females.Received
6 April 1992,accepted
17 November1992.

THE OVENBIRD(Seiurusaurocapillus)has been portance of processesacting at the landscape
shown to be sensitiveto the area of contiguous scale,suchasthe alteration of dispersalpatterns
habitat in various parts of its breeding range by habitat fragmentation,is still largely based
(Bond 1957, Robbins 1979, Whitcomb et al. 1981,
on correlationalevidence(LynchandWhigham
Hayden et al. 1985,Robbinset al. 1989,Viilard
1984, Opdam et al. 1985, Askins and Philbrick
1991). Ovenbird abundance also has been found

1987, Viilard 1991).

to decreasesignificantlywith the isolationof a
forest fragment from surrounding woodland
(Whitcomb et al. 1981, Lynch and Whigham

Factorsother than nest predation and brood
parasitismmay reduce the reproductive success
of bird populationsin fragmented habitats.In
Missouri, Gibbs and Faaborg(1990) observeda

1984, Askins et al. 1987, Robbins et at. 1989).

Due to the apparentlydominatingeffectof patch
area--or the area of "core" habitat (Temple
1986)--on the occupancyof forest patchesby
Ovenbird and other Neotropical migrants,
patch-scaleprocessessuch as an edge-related
increase in nest predation or brood parasitism
by Brown-headed Cowbirds (Molothrus ater)

significantlylower pairing success
in Ovenbird
populations of isolated forest patches(24% of
all malespaired) than in thoseof extensivefor-

have received most of the attention (Gates and

(1990) speculated that a higher predation rate
on nestingfemale Ovenbirdsmight accountfor
the surplus of males, since incubation is done

Gysel1978,Brittinghamand Temple 1983,Witcove et al. 1986, Temple and Cary 1988). By
contrast, the assessmentof the potential ira-

est tracts (75%). No trend was found in the Ken-

tuckyWarbler(Oporornis
formosus),
anotherareasensitivespecies(Robbins1979,Hayden et al.
1985, Robbins et al. 1989). Gibbs and Faaborg

entirely by the female in this ground-nesting

3Presentaddress:Departmentof Zoology,Univer-

species(Hann 1937). According to them, Kentucky Warbler nestsin denser vegetation and,
hence, incubating femalesare not as exposedto

sity of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2E9, Canada.

predatorsas in the Ovenbird. They also sug-
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gested that female Ovenbirds may prefer to to the southof the extensiveforest.Three of the eight
breed in extensiveforesttracts,where nesting siteswere locatedin Quebec,within 4 km of the edge
successmay be higher and food more abundant.
Wander (1985) observed the same trend as

Gibbs and Faaborg (1990) in Ovenbird populations of New Jersey.She also found a lower
pairing successin forest patchesthan in a control plot in an extensive forest. However, the
difference, though significant, was of lower
magnitude than that found by Gibbs and Faaborg (1990).
Becauseof the potential impact of a low pairing successon the persistenceof the Ovenbird
and other speciesin fragmented habitats, it is
important to understand the factorsresponsible
for this decreasedsuccess.
For that purpose,we
replicated the studies of Wander (1985) and

Gibbs and Faaborg (1990) to examine the potential

effects of local abundance

and habitat

fragmentationon pairing success.
We testedthe
hypothesesthat pairing successin Ovenbird
populations:(1) increaseswith local population
density; and (2) decreaseswith the degree of
fragmentation of Ovenbird habitat in the surrounding landscape.These hypothesesemphasize processesoccurring over two spatial scales.

The first hypothesisimplies that as the number
of individuals increases,the probability of an
even sex ratio (and higher pairing success)also
increasesby chancealone. We view it as a null
hypothesissince it invokes a purely probabilistic phenomenon.The secondhypothesisemphasizeslandscape-scale
processes
that mayvary
accordingto habitat configuration.These hypothesesare not mutually exclusive,but their
relative accuracyfor explaining the variation in
pairing successwill be determined.

of the extensive forest (45ø28'N, 75ø56'W), and the

other five were located near Ottawa, Ontario,

20 km

from the extensive forest (45ø25'N, 76ø10'W).In 1991,
a single forest fragment (53.0 ha) was censusedthat

was located 25 km eastof the edge of the extensive
forest, and approximately 55 km east of the forest
fragmentscensusedin 1990.This studysitewasfound
to have a fairly large Ovenbird population in earlier
censuses(Viilard 1991). Thus, we were interested in

comparingpairing successin this larger fragment to
that recorded

in the sets of small

ones censused

in

1990.

The vegetationof all study siteswas dominatedby
maturesugarmaple (Acersaccharum),
with somewhite
ash (Fraxinusamericana)and American basswood (Tilia

americana).All standshad a closedcanopy, but the
density of the understory varied among fragments
and within the 25-ha plot. None of the sitesselected
showed recent signs of cattle grazing, except along
the edge of someof the forest fragments.
In the extensive forest, all Ovenbird

territories

overlapping the 25-ha plot were mapped using song
playbacks (Falls 1981). Territory boundaries were
drawn on a 25-m grid map. In 1991, two individuals
were banded and individually marked on the breast
with nontoxic paint to validate our mapping. These
individuals remained within their mapped territory
throughout the breeding season.
In the fragmented landscape,we recorded the lo-

cationof eachOvenbirdterritoryon mapsdrawn from
1:15,000aerial photographs.In the extensive forest,
the density of territorial maleswas measuredas the
numberof territorieslocatedentirely insidethe study
plot plus one-half the number of territoriesoverlapping the edge of the plot. In the forestpatches,it was
calculated

as the total number

of territorial

males di-

vided by the summedareaof all patches,asin Wander
(1985). Gibbs and Faaborg(1990) did not provide details on their

calculation

method.

Observationson pairing statuswere conductedafter all territories were mapped, although evidence of

STUDY AREA AND METHODS

pairing wasfound in a few instancesduring territory
Ovenbirds were observedin a 25-ha plot in Gatineau Park, Quebec(45ø30'N,75ø50'W)in the 1990and
1991 breeding seasons.Gatineau Park, hereafter referred to as the "extensive forest," covers more than
350 km 2 and is embedded

in the extensive

woodland

of the Canadian Shield. This study plot was located
140 m away from a paved road with a narrow rightof-way,and 250 m away from a smallfield. The nearest significant gap in woodland was more than 1 km
away. The locationof the plot waschosenthreeweeks
earlier than the arrival of the first malesto avoidany
bias.

mapping. Pairing statuswas determined by monitoring the activities of focal territorial males using the
same methodology as in Gibbs and Faaborg (1990),
with the exception that the total duration of observation bouts varied among individuals. We finished
our observationsas soon as pairing statuswas ascertained with confidence (i.e. when a male was seen

interactingwith a female or carrying food, when a
male or a female was seen with young, or when an
active nest was found). A nonsingingindividual tolerated by a male within a 5-m radius, or emitting
seriesof "tsip" notes (Lein 1980), was consideredto

In 1990,Ovenbird populationswere studiedin eight

be its female mate. However, we rarely had to rely

forest fragments(4.5-25.9 ha) surroundedby cultivated fields in an agriculturallandscapeimmediately

solely on this criterion in 1990,and paired maleswere
either seencarryingfoodor with youngin 1991.When
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Fig. 1. Contour map of Ovenbird abundance(number of individuals.route-•.year -') over its breeding
range basedon universal kriging of Breeding Bird Survey (BBS)data for the 1980-1989 period (courtesyof
S. G. Heywood and B. A. Maurer). Quadrats (ca. 350 km on a side) centered on (Q) Quebec-Ontario, (M)
Missouri, and (N) New Jerseystudy areas.Contour lines may be erroneousabove dotted line due to sparseness
of surveys.
no evidence of pairing was found in the first obser-

We calculatedthe mean abundanceof the speciesin
squaresof approximately350 km on a side that were
so that the total observation time reached at least 90
centered on each study area. We had to use these
min. In 1991, we used a dictaphone to measuretrack relatively large squaresin order to obtain a sufficienttime instead of observation time. Track time is defined
ly large number of BBS routes around the Quebecasthe amount of time during which a bird is followed Ontario study area.
without losing visual or aural contact (Probst and
We used G-tests(Sokal and Rohlf 1981) to compare
Hayes 1987). Hence, track time is less sensitive than
pairing successbetween extensive and fragmented
observationtime to the variability in the visibility forestsin each study and year. The relationship beamongand within studysites(Probstand Hayes1987). tween territorial male density and pairing successwas
In 1991,we monitoredmalesuntil evidenceof pairing examined graphically by constructing a scatter plot
was obtained, or until the total track time reached at
and choosing the curve of best fit to illustrate the
least 90 min.
general trend. We used territorial male density inWe comparedour resultsto thoseof Wander (1985) stead of total population density, since the number
and Gibbsand Faaborg(1990).Wander (1985)studied of known females in the population increaseswith
Ovenbird populationsin a 20-ha study plot in an pairing successand this would have biased the reextensiveforest (100 km2), and in 14 forest patches lationship. We assumedthat territorial male density
(1.7-37.2 ha). Gibbs and Faaborg(1990) conducted is a reliable indicator of the potential density of breedtheir study in five plots (18-32 ha) within large (>5
ing pairs in a site.
km2) tractsof woodland,and in six studyplots(9-51
We then used general linear models (SAS 1990;
ha) within forestpatches(9-140 ha). New Jerseyand PROC GLM) to quantify the relative contribution of
Missouri data usedin this study were extractedfrom
woodland configuration (extensive vs. fragmented
tablesin Wander(1985)andGibbsand Faaborg(1990), forests)and geographiclocation for explaining the
and usedto computenew statisticaltests.The location variability in territorial-maledensityand pairing sucof eachstudyareaisshownon Figure1,which depicts cess.The GLM procedure was used instead of an analcontourlines of Ovenbird abundancethroughout its ysis of variance becauseof unequal samples in one
breedingrange,basedon BreedingBird Survey(BBS) of the classificationvariables (geographiclocation).
data(seeRobbinset al. 1986)for the 1980-1989period. We computed two separate models, with pairing sucvation bout, males were monitored for additional time
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TABLE
1. Proportionof Ovenbirdterritorialmales we recordedfor pairing successare valid, and
paired (pairing success)in extensiveand frag- that no substantial bias can be attributed to the
mented forestsin three widely separatedportions

use of observation

of Ovenbirdbreedingrange.Total numberof ter-

1990.

ritorial males shown in parentheses.

Extensive

Fragmented

forest

forest

Qu6bec-Ontario
82.4 (17)
58.6 (29)
76.5 (17)
58.3 (12)

1990
1991

sive forest in both 1990 and 1991 (Table 1).

Gaaai
2.788•
0.908"s

New Jersey(Wander 1985)
81.3 (16)
41.7 (12)
4.479*
86.7 (15)
58.1(31)
3.960*
86.7 (15)
53.3 (30)
5.115'

1982
1983
1984

Missouri (Gibbs and Faaborg 1990)

1988

75.0 (20)

23.5(17)

of track time in

Territorial malesexperienceda lower pairing
successin the forest patchesthan in the exten-

Percent pairing success
Year

time instead

9.744**

• G-testwith Williams'correctionon 2 x 2 contingencytable(df = 1).
+, P < 0.10; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.005;ns, P > 0.25.

cess(arcsinetransformed;Sokal and Rohlf 1981) and
territorial male densityas respectivedependentvariables. We treated data sets from different years as
independent observations,sincethe actual study sites
visited varied between years (except between 1983
and 1984 in New Jerseystudy). The effect of geo-

However, the difference was not significant but
suggestive(P < 0.10) in 1990 and was not significant (G-test, P > 0.25) in 1991. Pairing successwas consistentbetween years in both the
extensive forest and the forest fragments (Gtests,P > 0.50). Thus, the comparisonof these
results to those of Wander (1985) and Gibbs and

Faaborg(1990) is warranted. The temporal consistencyobservedis especiallynoteworthy in
the caseof the forestfragments,consideringthe
distanceseparatingthe 1990and 1991studysites.
New Jerseyand Missouristudies.--Pairingsuccesswas lower in forest patchesthan in extensive forestsboth in the New Jerseyand Missouri
studies (Table 1). When compared to our data,
these results indicate

that the effect of habitat

fragmentationis extremein the Missouristudy
area, and relatively similar in Qu6bec-Ontario
and New Jerseystudyareas,althoughstronger
in the latter. About 80% of territorial

males were

graphiclocationwasfurtherexaminedusingScheff6's paired in study plots within extensiveforests
test (Sokal and Rohlf 1981, SAS Institute 1990) to determine the significance of pairwise differences in
pairing success
or territorial male densityamong the
three locations.

We also added an interaction

term to

in the threewidely separatedstudyareas,while
pairing success
was more variablein fragmented forests.The fact that pairing success
was low-

determine whether the effect of woodland configu- er than 100%,even in extensive forests,suggests
ration on the dependent variables varied according a male-biased sex ratio in these populations.
Populationdensity and pairing success.--We
to the geographic location.
RESULTS

Quebec-Ontario
study.--In 1991, mean track
time for individuals found to be paired was 8.9

compileddensitydata from all three studiesto
examinewhether pairing success
increases
with
local population density. Although methods
may vary between studiesand varianceestimates were unavailable,

we wanted

to deter-

mine the shape of the relationship between

+ SD of 8.8 min (n = 13) in the extensive forest,
and 16.4 + 17.2 min (n = 7) in the fragmented

pairing successand the density of territorial

forest. Mean track time for individuals

males. Densities were higher in the extensive

deemed

unpaired was 92.5 + 2.9 min (n = 4) in the
extensive forest, and 97.1 +_ 3.6 min (n = 5) in

the forestpatches.Sinceeight individuals were
found to be paired during territory mapping,

we did not plot the curves of cumulative increasein percentageof malespaired with track
time (seeProbstand Hayes 1987).However, the
longesttrack times recordedto confirm that a
male was paired were 28.0 and 44.5 min in the
extensiveand fragmentedforests,respectively.
Sincethesetrack timesare substantiallyshorter
than 90 min, we are confident that the values

foreststhan in fragmentedforestsin all studies
and years, as was the casefor pairing success
(Table 2). The density ratios are about 2:1 for
extensiveversusfragmentedforestsin Qu6becOntario and Missouri studies,while they range
from 4:1 to 10:1 in the New Jersey study. In

fragmentedforests,densitywas highestin the
Quebec-Ontariostudy, while no clear difference was found between the New Jersey and
Missouri

studies.

The relationship between pairing success
and

the density of territorial maleswas best fit by
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TAI•I,E2. Average density of Ovenbird territorial
males(per 10 ha) in fragmentedand extensiveforests.

Extensive
Year

Fragmented

forest

forest

Quebec-Ontario
1990

4.4

2.3

1991

4.6

2.3

New Jersey (Wander 1985)
1982
1983
1984

8.0
7.5
7.5

0.8
1.7
1.6

Missouri (Gibbs and Faaborg1990)
1988

2.2

1.4

a logit curve (Fig. 2), which indicatesthat pairing successrises at a decreasingrate with territorial male density. By including many years
of data from the same study areas, we were
guilty of pseudoreplication.
However, only the
points from the New Jerseyfragmented forest
show substantial variation among years. The
tendencyof the curveto level off at higher densities remains whether or not we use average
valuesfor Quebec-Ontarioand New Jerseydata
sets.Figure 2 showsthat pairing success
is higher in populations of extensive forests, even at
similar densities of territorial males (compare
Missouri extensive forest and Quebec-Ontario

[]

•usav (•m.•s/•0 m)

Fig. 2. Density of territorial malesper 10 ha and
pairing successin different Ovenbird populations.
Symbolsrepresentdatapointsfrom Missouri(squares),
New Jersey(triangles),and Qufibec-Ontario(circles).
Open symbolsrepresentdata from fragmentedforests
and closedsymbolscorrespondto extensiveforests.
Open circle and secondclosed triangle from right
each represent two superimposeddata points.

Quebec-Ontario,
New Jersey,
andMissouristudy
areas. Wander (1985) measured the relative iso-

lation of her study patches as the distance to
the nearestneighboring patch 10 ha or larger.
Our 1990studysiteswere closerto neighboring
woodland than those of Wander (1985), with a
mean distance of 0.35 + 0.06 km (n = 8), compared to 0.99 + 1.07 km (n = 14) in the New

fragmented forests).Also, the data points that
depart the most from the logit curve are those
from the Missouri study. Pairing successwas
substantially lower in the forest patchesof the
Missouri study than in the fragmented forests

Jersey study. However, that difference is not
significant (t = 1.68, df = 20, two-tailed P >
0.10). When including our 1991 study site (0.05
km away from nearest patch > 10 ha), the difference approachesstatisticalsignificance (t =
of the Qubbec-Ontario
and New Jerseystudies. 1.86, df = 21, P < 0.10). Gibbs and Faaborg
The density of territorial malesalso was lower (1990) measuredpatch isolationas the percentin the extensiveforests of the Missouri study age of woodland within 5 km of their study
than in those of the New Jerseyand Quebec- plots. They obtained values ranging between
Ontario studies.The peripheral location of the 18 and 20%. Since our 1990 forest patcheswere
Missouri study area in the breeding range of spatially clusteredand, thus, likely to give spathe Ovenbird may be related to this departure tially autocorrelated values for this isolation
from the general trend (see Fig. 1 and Discus- variable, we calculatedthe percentageof woodsion).

land in circles of 5-kin

Our first hypothesis,thus, is accepted,since
there is a monotonicrelationshipbetweenpairing successand territorial male density. However, the effect of territorial male density on
pairing successbecomesvery weak when density exceedsfour males per 10 ha.
Pairingsuccess
and habitatfragrnentation.--The
degreeof woodlandfragmentationmay be compared among the agricultural landscapesof the

cluster of study sites.We obtained 38 and 40%
woodland for the two clusters of study sites.
Our 1991 study site was surrounded by only
15%woodland within a 5-kin radius. The high
values for 1990 study sites are due mainly to
the proximity of each cluster to an extensive
forest (Gatineau Park, and Carp Ridge forest,
respectively).
Thus, our 1990 sites were located in agricul-

radius centered

on each
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TABLE
3. Effectof geographiclocationand woodland
configurationon Ovenbird (A) pairing success
and
(B) territorial male density as determined by general linear

models.

Classification

variables

F

P

Pairing success
a
Model

28.19

Geographiclocationb
Woodland configurationc
Interaction

term a

10.49
104.58
4.85

0.0004

0.0110
0.0001
0.0557

Density of territorial males
Model

133.01

0.0001

Geographiclocation
Woodland configuration

50.64
208.54

0.0002
0.0001

Interaction
• Arcsine

term

68.96

0.0001

transformed.

bQuebec-Ontario,New Jersey,or Missouri.
ßExtensiveor fragmentedforest.
a Interactionof geographiclocationand woodland configuration.

tural landscapesthat had approximately twice
as much

forest cover as did the Missouri

farm-

[Auk,Vol. 110

teractionterm, suggeststhat the effectof woodland configuration on pairing successwas more
severein the Missouri study area.
Sinceterritorial male densityand pairing success are interrelated, we computed a second
model with territorial male density as the dependent variable and the same classification
variables as above. Again, the model was very
highly significant(Table 3), but the interaction
term much more pronouncedthan in the previous model, indicating that territorial male
density varied with geographiclocation and
woodlandconfiguration,and that the combined
effect of geographic location and woodland
configuration varied among Quebec-Ontario,
New Jersey, and Missouri studies. Territorial
male density varied much more between extensiveand fragmentedforestsof Quebec-Ontario
and New Jerseystudiesthan was the casein the
Missouri study (Table 2). The results of these
two modelsagain point out the contrastof the
Missouri study relative to the two other data

land surrounding Gibbs and Faaborg's(1990)
forest patches.Our 1991 site, however, appears sets.
Ovenbird regional abundancevaries greatly
relatively isolated,using the samecriterion,but
it was relatively close (6.3 km) to the extensive with geographical location (Fig. 1). The Misforests of the Canadian Shield.
souri study area is locatedat the periphery of
As mentioned earlier, pairing successdoes the breedingrange,in a zone of low abundance.
not differ significantlybetweenfragmentedfor- By contrast,our study area is locatedin an area
ests of the Quebec-Ontario and New Jersey of fairly high abundance.We computed the
studies,which suggests
that the slightlygreater mean abundanceper route per year in quadrats
isolation of New Jerseyforest patchesis insuf- of approximately350 km on a sidecenteredon
ficient to affect their accessibility.However, eachstudy area.Abundancewas lowestaround
pairing successvaried within the New Jersey the Missouri study area (0.35 + 1.40, n = 23)
study area. Six of Wander's (1985) study sites and highest in the vicinity of the Quebec-On(1.7-26.7 ha) were clusteredtogether, with no tario studyarea(26.15+ 9.86,n = 16).Ovenbird
gapsexceeding100m. Pairing success
washigh- abundance was intermediate around the New
er in this cluster of forest patchesthan in more Jerseystudy area (8.51 + 11.44, n = 81).
isolated patchesin each of the three years of
her study,although a significantdifferencewas
DISCUSSION

found only in 1983(G-test,G•a•= 3.984,df = 1,
P < 0.05).

Effectsof geographic
locationand woodlandconfiguration.--Pairing successvaried with both
geographic location and woodland configuration, while the interactionterm combiningthese
two variables was nearly significant (Table 3).
The model was very highly significantoverall.
Woodland configuration had a more significant
effect on pairing successthan geographic location. The effect of geographic location on
pairing success
wasmainly due to the difference
between the Missouri study and the two other
studies (Scheff•'s test, P < 0.05). This result,
together with the near significance of the in-

As expected, pairing successin Ovenbird
populationswas lower in fragmentedthan in
continuoustractsof habitat. Pairing success
also
increased with territorial-male density, al-

though this trend graduallylevelledoff at high
densities.A male-biasedsexratio was apparent
in this and the other two studies examined, but

pairing success
was consistentlylower in fragmented forests than in plots within extensive
forests. A comparison among three studies
showed that a reduction

in territorial

male den-

sity below approximatelyfour territorial males
per 10 ha wasassociated
with a rapid reduction
in pairing success.
This reductionin density
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and the factorscausingit may, thus, have a
criticalimpacton the productivityof Ovenbird
populations.
Various hypothesesmay be invoked to explain the increasein pairing successobserved

with territorial male density.Two lines of evidence indicate that the patterns we observed
do not reflect a purely probabilisticphenomenon whereby larger populationsachievehigher
pairing successby chancealone. First, an identical proportionof territorial maleswere paired
in the small populationsof the eight small fragments surveyed in 1990 and in the larger population surveyed in 1991. Second, we would
expect under this hypothesisthat the sex ratio
would be female-biasedin some of the fragments and, thus, that most if not all males would

be paired in thesefragments,which was not the
case.We proposefour other hypothesesto explain the lower pairing successobserved in
fragmented forests: (1) female Ovenbirds actively select sites with high densities of terri-

torial males(conspecific-attraction
hypothesis),
as suggestedby Wander (1985); (2) femalesactively avoid breeding habitat bordering open
habitats (habitat-selectionhypothesis);(3) femalesprefer older malesto yearlings(mate-selection hypothesis);(4) female mortality is particularly high during the breeding seasonin
the sparse populations of fragmented forests
(female-biased
mortalityrates),asproposedby
Gibbs and Faaborg(1990). None of these hypothesescan be formally tested using the lit-

ence. In the Ovenbird,

765
these movements would

take place in the spring, upon the arrival of
females on the breeding grounds. More information on the trajectory and timing of these
movements, thus, is required to test this hypothesis.
Habitatselection.--Low
pairing success
in patch
populationsmight be causedby a direct or indirect assessment
of habitat quality by females,
assuggestedby Gibbsand Faaborg(1990).Probst
and Hayes (1987) observeda consistentlyhigher pairing successin Kirtland's Warblers (Dendroicakirtlandii)breeding in "suitable" habitats
than in those inhabiting more marginal habitats. They classifiedhabitatsas suitable if they
had been used by birds for at least three years.
In the Ovenbird, indirect assessmentof prey
abundancethrough vegetationstructuralcues
is supported by correlational evidence (Smith
and Shugart 1987). If females actively selected
habitat (and territory holders) in this fashion,
this would imply that the fragmentedforests
in all three study areas,especiallythat in Missouri, were of marginal quality.
The habitat variablesused by Smith and Shugart (1987) characterizethe vertical structureof
the vegetation. It is also conceivable that femalesmay respondto horizontal characteristics
of habitat, such as the distance to the nearest

forest edge, which may influence prey abundance through its effect on litter moisture.
Kroodsma (1984) found that Ovenbirds were

one of the few speciesshowing a significant
pattern of edge avoidance.However, no studies
merit basedon the current knowledge of Ov- have been conductedthat comparethe relative
enbird life history.
tendencyof malesand femalesof a given speConspecificattraction.--Smith and Peacock ciesto avoid habitat edges.
This hypothesisassumesthat the movements
(1990) emphasizedthe potential influence of
conspecific attraction on the metapopulation of females are not constrained by woodland
dynamics of animal species.They argued that configuration, and that they may search over
animals may be more likely to leave a habitat fairly large areaswhen selectinga territory. For
a Papatch if they detect conspecificson nearby the Collared Flycatcher(Ficedulaalbicollis),
patches,and that they may be more likely to leotropical migrant, P•rt (1991) compared resettle in an occupiedpatch of habitat than in a productive successin pairs of yearling sisters
vacant one. Wander (1985) suggestedthat fe- and found that philopatric femaleslaid more
male Ovenbirds may use the density of terri- eggsand fledgedmoreyoung per egg than their
that
torial malesasan index of habitatquality.Wan- moredispersivesisters.Hence,this suggests
der's (1985) hypothesishasnot yet been tested extensive exploratory movementsby yearling
on Ovenbird populations. The conspecific-at- females may not be advantageous.In his study
tractionhypothesisimpliesthat:(1) individuals area, birds could chooseamong patches differ(here, females)can searchthrough severalhab- ing in area and habitat characteristics.In the
itat fragmentsbefore selectinga territory; and Ovenbird, older females tend to return to breed
that (2) thesemovementstake place at a time to the same area year after year (Hann 1937,
when males frequently advertise their pres- Leck et al. 1988). Thus, the exploratorymoveerature. However, we can discuss their relative
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ments implied by this sex-specifichabitat-selection hypothesis are unlikely to be made by
older

females.

Mate selection.--The interaction of reproductive success,dispersal,and mate selectioncould
also lead to the patterns observed in pairing
success.In the American Redstart (Setophaga
ruticilia), all unpaired territorial males found by

Sherryand Holmes(1989)were yearlings.These
yearlings were excluded by older males from
certain mutually preferred habitats. However,
it is not clear whether the breeding opportunities of theseyearlingswere strictly limited by
older males, or by both age-specificdominance
and intrinsic characteristicsof yearlings making them lessattractive to females.Assuming
that females prefer older males,pairing success
would be expected to decreasewith the proportion of yearlings in the population.
In many species,birdsthat fail to fledgeyoung
tend to dispersemore frequently or over longer
distancesto their next breeding site than successfulbreeders(Darley et al. 1977,Nolan 1978,
Harvey et al. 1979, Shields 1984, Weatherhead
and Boak 1986, Gavin and Bollinger 1988, Part
and Gustafsson1989). If breeding pairs experience a higher probability of nestingfailure in
fragmentedforeststhan in extensivewoodland
tracts, as seems to be the case (Wilcove 1985,

Andr6n 1992),this should lead to longer breeding dispersal movementsin the former landscapetype. Over severalgenerations,this phenomenon could result in a gradual shift in age
structure of the regional population of a fragmentedforestfavoring individualsbreedingfor
the first time. This shift would

be most extreme

in forest patcheswhere birds experiencea con-

[Auk,Vol. 110

Female-biasedmortality rates.--Because they
spend the incubation period in relatively exposed ground nests,female Ovenbirds may be
particularly susceptibleto the intense predation
recorded in fragmented forests(Gibbs and Faaborg 1990). Higher female mortality in fragmented

forests

would

be consistent

with

the

greater proportion of unpaired males observed
in habitat fragments. No sex-specificmortality
ratesare available for this speciesin fragmented
and extensive forests,preventing us from testing this hypothesis.

Implications
for conservation.--Our
resultsshow
that the reduction in Ovenbird pairing success
associatedwith habitat fragmentation is not
unique to the Missouri study, or to sites at the
periphery of the breeding range of the species.
Although lessdramatic,similar tendencieswere
also found in more central portions of the
breeding range. However, our analysis does
suggestthat forest fragmentation has a more
severe effect in the Missouri study area than in
Qu6bec-Ontario or New Jersey study areas.
Brown (1984) pointed out that many plant and
animal speciesexhibit gradients in abundance
within their geographic range, density being
greatestnear the center, and gradually decreasing toward the periphery. This pattern is seen
in the Ovenbird. Since the Missouri study area
is locatedat the periphery of Ovenbird's breeding range, the speciesmight be particularly sensitive

to the alteration

of its habitat

at the local

or landscape scales, because environmental
conditions are probably marginal in the first
place (Brown 1984). Indeed, the effect of woodland configuration on territorial male density
and pairing success
was greaterin Missouri than

sistentlyhigh incidenceof nestingfailure, and in New Jerseyand Qu6bec-Ontario.
The presenceof unpaired territorial maleshas
the greaterextent of natal dispersalmovements
comparedto movementsof individuals having been reported in other primarily monogamous
bred at least once would

tend to reinforce

trend. Hence, this mechanism

would

this

species,including Song Sparrow (Melospizame-

be con-

1odia;Smith and Arcese 1989), Black-throated
Blue Warbler (Dendroicacaerulescens;
Holmes et

sistent with the observation of a lower pairing
successin populations of fragmented forests,
assumingthat femalesprefer to matewith older
males.This shift in age structurewould alsobe
expected to reflect the degree of habitat fragmentation. Despite the lack of a common isolation variable among this and the New Jersey
and Missouri studies, both fragmentation and
pairing successvary qualitatively as predicted
by this hypothesis.No study hascomparedthe
age composition of breeding populations in
fragmented versusextensiveforests.

al. 1992),KentuckyWarbler (Gibbsand Faaborg
1990),and American Redstart(Procter-Grayand
Holmes 1981,Sherry and Holmes 1989).Smith
and Arcese (1989) observed a density-related
shift in the social statusof yearling male Song
Sparrows in an insular population. When territorial male density was high, they found a
large number of nonterritorial individuals
(floaters), most of which were yearling males.
In yearsof low territorial male density,yearling
males gained marginal territories, but most of
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them remainedunpaired. The presenceof floaters also was demonstrated

in the American

Red-

startthrough removal experiments(Sherry and
Holmes 1989).Their study was conductedin an
extensive forest;hence, the presenceof floaters
cannot be attributed to restricted juvenile dispersal.
Basedon these patterns, we should observe

more floaters in the dense populations of extensive forests,and few or none in the sparser
populationsof habitat fragments.The presence
of floatersin habitat fragments would suggest
that these populations are saturated,and that
low pairing successdoes not merely reflect
low-quality habitat. We have not observedany
floatersin our Ovenbird populations.Neither
Wander (1985) nor Gibbs and Faaborg (1990)
reportedtheir presence.Floatersmayhavebeen
overlooked since the methodology used in all
three studieswas based on the monitoring of
the activitiesof focalterritorial males.Banding
and removal experiments would be required to
assess the existence

and number

of floaters

in

Ovenbird populations.
Data from control plots in extensive forests

of Quebec-Ontario,New Jersey,and Missouri
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